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Abstract. The observed values of the time-derivatives of the spin or orbital frequency of
pulsars are affected by their dynamical properties. We derive thorough analytical expressions
for such dynamical contributions in terms of the Galactic coordinates, the proper motion, the
pulsar distance and the radial velocity. We see that although for most of the cases, the effects
of the dynamical terms in the second-derivative of frequencies or parameters that depend
on such second derivatives, e.g., braking index, are negligible, there might be unique pulsars
for which the effects of the dynamical terms would be large enough. We emphasize the fact
that our expressions provide more accurate results than pre-existing approximate ones that
exclude some of the terms.
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1 Introduction
The timing solution of radio pulsars contains various measured parameters such as the coor-
dinates of the pulsar, the proper motion, the spin frequency and its derivatives, the dispersion
measure, the parallax (if available), etc. In case of binary pulsars, timing solutions give Keple-
rian parameters like the orbital period (or the orbital frequency), the orbital eccentricity, the
longitude of periastron, the projected semi-major axis of the orbit, and the epoch of periastron
passage, as well as post-Keplerian parameters like the time-derivative of the orbital period (or
the time derivative of the orbital frequency), the periastron advance, the Einstein delay, and
the range and shape of the Shapiro delay. Sometimes, even the higher-order time-derivatives
of the spin and/or the orbital frequency are fitted. Among all these timing parameters, the
measured values of the frequency derivatives are affected by the velocity and acceleration of
the pulsars. These effects are known as ‘dynamical contributions’. A thorough discussion
on these dynamical contributions can be found in our earlier work [1], where we restricted
ourselves in the investigation of the dynamical effects in the first derivatives of the spin and
orbital periods.
However, it is known that the higher-order time derivatives of the spin and the orbital
frequencies are also affected by dynamics. In one of the seminal works in this topic, ref. [2]
discussed how the higher derivatives of the spin frequency bear the imprints of unmodelled
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orbital motion. More specifically, they expressed the spin frequency derivative as the line
of sight acceleration, the spin frequency second derivative as the line of sight jerk, and so
on under the approximation that the intrinsic values of these derivatives are much smaller.
These line of sight acceleration, jerk, jounce, etc. might arise due to the motion of the pulsar
in the gravitational potential of the Galaxy as well as due to the orbital motion (if any). The
expressions for the line of sight acceleration, jerk, jounce, etc. due to the orbital motion are
given in ref. [3] and ref. [4]. Although ref. [2] mainly concentrated on the cases where the
contribution of the the gravitational potential of the Galaxy (or any other gravitating object)
is negligible, they did discuss about the limitations of their study.
Some interesting results by modeling the higher-order time derivatives of spin frequen-
cies came in the past few years. One example is the revelation of millisecond pulsars PSR
J1024−0719 and PSR J1823-3021A being members of very wide orbit binaries [4–7]. Al-
though for the second pulsar, which is located in the globular cluster NGC 6624, there is
some controversy on the conclusion of the mass modeling of the cluster [8], the binary nature
of the pulsar is still unchallenged.
Lately, ref. [9] provided an analytical derivation for the dynamical effects on the first and
second derivative of the pulsar spin frequency. However, the expressions that they provided
were in the frame where the motion of the sun is taken to be negligible. Since the radial
velocity (vr) of only a few pulsars is known (five as per ref. [9]), courtesy optical spectroscopy
of their binary companions, they vary vr from -200 km/s to 200 km/s to get an estimate
the radial velocity dependent terms. They assumed braking index (n) as three in order to
estimate the order of magnitude of the intrinsic spin frequency second derivative from the
expression f¨s,int = nf˙2s,int/fs, where f¨s,int is the intrinsic value of second time derivative of the
spin frequency, f˙s,int is the intrinsic value of the first time derivative of the spin frequency,
and fs is the spin frequency. Instead of deriving and using analytical expressions for the
terms involving acceleration, jerk etc., they used a model of the gravitational potential of
the Galaxy and an orbit integrator to integrate the motion of the pulsars and numerically
obtained the acceleration and jerk terms by a polynomial fitting.
In the present work, we derive complete analytical expressions for all dynamical terms
and provide a way to calculate their individual contribution to the measured second derivative
of the frequency without any numerical fitting. These expressions are valid for both of the
second derivative of the spin frequency, as well as of the orbital frequency. Note that, unlike
our earlier work, here we derive expressions in terms of derivatives of frequencies (instead of
periods) as it is a common practice in timing analysis to fit for derivatives of frequencies.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the analytical expressions
for dynamical contributions of the second derivatives of the frequency with details reported
in appendices. In section 4, we present some applications of elimination of dynamical effects
from the second derivatives of the frequencies. In particular, first we discuss the properties of
PSR J1024−0719, then we investigate how dynamical terms can affect the measured values
of braking index and finally we explore the contributions from the dynamical terms in the
second derivatives of orbital frequencies. Then in section 5, we present the conclusions of our
work.
2 Analytical expression for the intrinsic second derivative of the frequency
The Doppler shift of the frequency (either the spin or the orbital) of the pulsar can be written
as:
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fint = (c+ ~vp.n̂sp)(c+ ~vs.n̂sp)
−1fobs (2.1)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ~vp is the velocity of the pulsar, ~vs is the velocity
of the sun, n̂sp is the unit vector from the sun to the pulsar and is taken to be the radial
direction, fobs is the observed (measured) frequency, and fint is the intrinsic frequency. This
frequency can be either the spin or the orbital. As the pulse arrival times on the earth are
first translated to the solar system barycentre before doing any timing analysis, it plays the
role of the receiver in the Doppler shift eq. (2.1), and due to the proximity of the barycentre
to the sun, we simply write it as ‘the sun’. Differentiating eq. (2.1) with respect to time, we
get:
f˙int =
(
~ap · n̂sp + ~vp · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) fobs−
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)2
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
fobs +
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) f˙obs .
(2.2)
Here, ~ap is the acceleration of the pulsar, ~as is the acceleration of the sun, and the
dot over any parameter corresponds to the time derivative of that parameter, double dot
representing the second time derivative and so on. Dividing of eq. (2.2) by eq. (2.1) and
assuming 1 + ~vs.n̂spc ' 1 and 1 + ~vp.n̂spc ' 1, we get:
f˙int
fint
=
(~ap − ~as) · n̂sp
c
+
1
c
(~vp − ~vs) · d
dt
(n̂sp) +
f˙obs
fobs
. (2.3)
The above assumptions just before eq. (2.3) also enable us to write fint ' fobs = f and
eq. (2.3) is written as:
(
f˙
f
)
ex
=
(
f˙
f
)
obs
−
(
f˙
f
)
int
= −
[
(~ap − ~as) · n̂sp
c
+
1
c
(~vp − ~vs) · d
dt
(n̂sp)
]
. (2.4)
The second term of eq. (2.4) is the well known Shklovskii term. Both of the terms have
been discussed in details in ref. [1] and a python package ‘GalDynPsr’ has been created to
estimate the value of
(
f˙
f
)
ex
when all of the relevant parameters are known. After computing(
f˙
f
)
ex
, one can estimate the value of f˙int using the relation:
f˙int = f
[(
f˙
f
)
obs
−
(
f˙
f
)
ex
]
, (2.5)
if f and ˙fobs are known. Now, differentiating of eq. (2.2) with respect to time, we get:
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f¨int =
(
~˙ap · n̂sp + 2~ap · ˙̂nsp + ~vp · ¨̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) fobs −
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)2
(
~˙as · n̂sp + 2~as · ˙̂nsp + ~vs · ¨̂nsp
)
fobs
− 2
(
~ap · n̂sp + ~vp · ˙̂nsp
)(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)2 fobs + 2
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)3
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)2
fobs
+ 2
(
~ap · n̂sp + ~vp · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) f˙obs − 2
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)2
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
f˙obs +
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) f¨obs
(2.6)
Dividing eq. (2.6) by eq. (2.1), we get:
f¨int
fint
=
(
~˙ap · n̂sp + 2~ap · ˙̂nsp + ~vp · ¨̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp) −
(
~˙as · n̂sp + 2~as · ˙̂nsp + ~vs · ¨̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)
− 2
(
~ap · n̂sp + ~vp · ˙̂nsp
)(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)(c+ ~vs · n̂sp) + 2
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)2
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)2 + 2
(
~ap · n̂sp + ~vp · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vp · n̂sp)
f˙obs
fobs
− 2
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
(c+ ~vs · n̂sp)
f˙obs
fobs
+
f¨obs
fobs
=
(
~˙ap − ~˙as
)
· n̂sp
c
+ 2
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂nsp
c
+
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
− 2
(
(~ap − ~as) · n̂sp
c
+
1
c
(~vp − ~vs) · ˙̂nsp)
)(
~as · n̂sp
c
+
~vs · ˙̂nsp
c
)
+ 2
(
(~ap − ~as) · n̂sp
c
+
1
c
(~vp − ~vs) · ˙̂nsp)
)
f˙obs
fobs
+
f¨obs
fobs
(2.7)
where in the second step we have again assumed 1 + ~vs.n̂spc ≈ 1 and 1 + ~vp.n̂spc ≈ 1. The above
equation can be written in a neater way as:
(
f¨
f
)
int
=
(
~˙ap − ~˙as
)
· n̂sp
c
+ 2
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂nsp
c
+
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
+ 2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
~as · n̂sp
c
+
~vs · ˙̂nsp
c
)
− 2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
f˙
f
)
obs
+
(
f¨
f
)
obs
(2.8)
Defining (
f¨
f
)
ex
=
(
f¨
f
)
obs
−
(
f¨
f
)
int
, (2.9)
eq. (2.8) can be written as
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(
f¨
f
)
ex
=−

(
~˙ap − ~˙as
)
· n̂sp
c
+ 2
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂nsp
c
+
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
+ 2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
~as · n̂sp
c
+
~vs · ˙̂nsp
c
)
−2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
f˙
f
)
obs
]
(2.10)
As we have already mentioned, the value of
(
f˙
f
)
ex
that appears in the last two terms
in eq. (2.10) can be estimated using GalDynPsr. The unit vector n̂sp and its derivatives can
be expressed in terms of other measurable parameters (appendix A). Those expressions are
used in simplifying various terms of eq. (2.10) in subsequent appendices. In particular, in
appendix B, we derive an expression for (~ap−~as)·
˙̂nsp
c in terms of measurable parameters. We
perform the same task for (~vp−~vs)·
¨̂nsp
c in appendix C, and for
(
~as·n̂sp
c +
~vs· ˙̂nsp
c
)
in appendix D.
Using the expressions derived in those appendices, eq. (2.10) can be written as:
(
f¨
f
)
ex
=−

(
~˙ap − ~˙as
)
· n̂sp
c
− [2 (µb sin b
c
{
ap,pl
√(
1− R
2
s sin
2 l
Rp′
2
)
+ as,pl cos l
}
− µb cos b
c
ap,z
−µl sin l
c
{
ap,pl
Rs
Rp′
− as,pl
})
+
1
c
(
µT aT − 3 vr µT2
)
+2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
cos b cos l
as,pl
c
+
as,z
c
sin b+ µb
vs,pl
c
sin b sin l − µl vs,pl
c
cos l + µb
vs,z
c
cos b
)
−2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
f˙
f
)
obs
]
. (2.11)
Here, l is Galactic longitude, b is the Galactic latitude, µl is the proper motion in l, µb is
the proper motion in b, µT is the total transverse proper motion, vr is the radial component of
the relative velocity of the pulsar with respect to the sun, Rs is the Galactocentric distance of
the sun, Rp′ is Galactocentric distance of the pulsar projection on the Galactic plane, vs,pl is
the component of the velocity of the sun parallel to the Galactic plane, vs,z is the component
of the velocity of the sun perpendicular to the Galactic plane, aT is the transverse component
of the relative acceleration of the pulsar with respect to the sun, ap,pl is the component
of the acceleration of the pulsar parallel to the Galactic plane, as,pl is the component of the
acceleration of the sun parallel to the Galactic plane, ap,z is the component of the acceleration
of the pulsar perpendicular to the Galactic plane, as,z is the component of the acceleration of
the sun perpendicular to the Galactic plane, ~˙ap is the jerk of the pulsar, and ~˙as is the jerk of
the sun. We can, however, drop the terms containing the component of the velocity and the
acceleration of the sun perpendicular to the Galactic plane (vs,z and as,z respectively) as the
motion of the sun in that direction is negligible. Therefore, eq. (2.11) can be written as:
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(
f¨
f
)
ex
=−
[
1
c
(a˙r − aTµT )
]
−
[
2
(
µb
sin b
c
{
ap,pl
√(
1− R
2
s sin
2 l
Rp′
2
)
+ as,pl cos l
}
− µb cos b
c
ap,z
−µl sin l
c
{
ap,pl
Rs
Rp′
− as,pl
})
+ 2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
cos b cos l
as,pl
c
+ µb
vs,pl
c
sin b sin l − µl vs,pl
c
cos l
)]
−
[
1
c
(
µT aT − 3 vr µT2
)]
+
[
2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
f˙
f
)
obs
]
. (2.12)
Here, we have simplified the first term in eq. (2.11), i.e., (~˙ap−~˙as)·n̂spc to
1
c (a˙r − aTµT ),
where, a˙r is the rate of change of the radial component of the relative acceleration of the
pulsar with respect to the sun. Expressions of a˙r and aT in terms of observables like l, b, µl,
µb, d (distance of the pulsar from the sun), and vr are derived in Appendix E. We can now
use the values of
(
f¨
f
)
ex
, f , and f¨obs to estimate intrinsic frequency second derivative (f¨int)
by the following relation:
f¨int = f
[(
f¨
f
)
obs
−
(
f¨
f
)
ex
]
(2.13)
Note that, f˙int and f¨int are the values of the first and second time derivatives of the
frequency after eliminating contributions from the velocity of the pulsar and its acceleration
and jerk due to the gravitational potential of the Galaxy. There might be additional case
specific dynamical/kinematic contributions. So, although we call these ‘intrinsic’ they might
not be the true intrinsic values. If the presence of additional dynamical terms are confirmed,
then the value of the second derivative of the frequency obtained after eliminating the effects
due to the velocity, acceleration and jerk of the pulsar due to the Galactic potential, as given
in eq. (2.13) should be rather called the ‘residual’ value or f¨res. Same is true for the first
derivative.
3 Numerical exploration to understand relative importance of various
terms in the expression of
(
f¨
f
)
ex
:
The last square bracket term in eq. (2.12) can be computed using the observed values of the
frequency and the first time-derivative of the frequency with the help of GalDynPsr if all the
relevant parameters like the coordinates, the distance and the proper motion of the pulsar are
known, which is the case for most of the well-timed pulsars as these are the parameters one
fits for while doing a timing analysis. In the present work, we use the best available model
in GalDynPsr, i.e., model-Lb to estimate
(
f˙
f
)
ex
[1, for more details about various models
available in GalDynPsr].
3.1 Pulsar population in the Galactic field
However, the other terms in eq. (2.12) contain parameters that might not be easily mea-
surable, especially the first square bracket term. So, it is worth investigating the relative
significance of various terms within square brackets in eq. (2.12) to decide whether any one
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of those can be ignored. As there are not many pulsars with all relevant parameters (ap-
pearing in the first three square bracket terms) known, we decided to perform simulation. In
particular, we used ‘PsrPopPy’ [10], a python based population synthesis package to gener-
ate a population model. From the version 1.63 of the ATNF1 pulsar catalogue [11], we find
that there are 1085 normal pulsars (spin period > 30 ms) that are detected by the Parkes
Multibeam Pulsar Survey [12], PMPS henceforth, and which had well defined distance val-
ues, obtained from their Dispersion Measure (DM) values using the NE2001 model of electron
density [13, 14]. We did not use independent distance measurements (e.g. using parallax etc)
as PsrPopPy uses DM values to model detectability of pulsars. This set excludes pulsars in
globular cluster and in both Large and Small Magellanic Clouds as in these cases, there will
be extra dynamical effects due to the local gravitational potential. We used only the PMPS as
this is the survey best modeled in PsrPopPy. We used this number as the target number for
detection in PsrPopPy with default settings, i.e. the best model parameters, and survey set
to PMPS. We found that a population of 124310 pulsars is generated in order to detect 1085
cases by that survey. However, 180 synthetic pulsars had to be discarded as these had DM
values which exceeded the Galactic contribution and hence only a lower bound was available
on their distances calculated using NE2001 model. From the remaining ones, we excluded 15
cases with spin period less than 30 ms. In this way, we were left with a set of 124115 synthetic
normal pulsars.
Similarly, from ATNF catalogue, we find that there are 29 millisecond pulsars (spin
period < 30 ms) that are detected by the PMPS and which had well defined NE2001 model
based distance. Using this number as the target number for detection in PsrPopPy, with
survey set to PMPS and spin period set to follow a log-normal distribution with mean 1.45
ms and standard deviation 0.36 ms, and all other distributions as the best model of PsrPopPy,
we generated a population model of 5338 pulsars. We chose these values for the mean and
the standard deviation of the log-normal distribution to ensure that the minimum period
value (1.518 ms) in the distribution does not go below the minimum period value (1.396 ms)
seen in the ATNF catalogue. Out of these 5338 synthetic pulsars, seven had DM values that
exceeded Galactic contribution and hence only a lower bound was available on their distances
calculated using NE2001 model. We excluded these cases and got 5331 simulated pulsars.
Out of these, we further excluded the cases with spin period greater than 30 ms and worked
with the remaining 2791 synthetic millisecond pulsars.
From the population models generated by PsrPopPy, we extracted the values of the
Galactic longitude (l), Galactic latitude (b), spin period (Ps,int), and distance (d) based on
NE2001 model in order to use in our calculations. We convert the intrinsic value of the spin
period to that of the spin frequency (fs,int). For the parameters that are not available in
PsrPopPy, e.g., the proper motion in the Galactic longitude (µl), the proper motion in the
Galactic latitude (µb), the first time-derivative of the spin frequency (f˙s,int), and the second
time-derivative of the spin frequency (f¨s,int), we generated synthetic values based on the the
distribution followed by the values of the parameters given in the ATNF catalogue. We
performed this task separately for the normal and millisecond pulsars, i.e., generated 124115
synthetic values based on the the distributions followed by the values of the parameters
for the normal pulsars and generated 2791 synthetic values based on the the distributions
followed by the values of the parameters for the millisecond pulsars. For millisecond pulsars,
we additionally generated 2791 synthetic values of the orbital frequency (fb,int), the first
1http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/
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Table 1. Statistical summary of the of all square bracket terms appearing in eq. (2.12) for the
simulated millisecond pulsars.
Term Minimum Mean Median Maximum
(s−2) (s−2) (s−2) (s−2)
|First Square Bracket Term| 4.05× 10−37 2.62× 10−33 1.06× 10−33 6.36× 10−32
|Second Square Bracket Term| 4.51× 10−37 1.66× 10−33 6.37× 10−34 3.48× 10−32
|Third Square Bracket Term| 3.37× 10−36 1.74× 10−33 6.86× 10−34 3.69× 10−32
|Combined Term| 1.43× 10−37 6.47× 10−33 1.25× 10−33 8.58× 10−32
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (spin)| 1.23× 10−38 6.32× 10−34 3.89× 10−35 2.60× 10−31
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (orbital)| 1.17× 10−39 1.84× 10−29 3.40× 10−33 1.12× 10−26
time-derivative of the orbital frequency (f˙b,int), and the second time-derivative of the orbital
frequency (f¨b,int). The underlying assumption here is that these parameters by themselves
are not affected much by selection effects. For radial velocity, we took a uniform distribution
between −200 and 200 km/s, same as the range used by ref. [9].
We calculated all square bracket terms of eq. (2.12) separately as well as the sum of first
three square bracket terms, which we call the ‘combined’ term. Each term can have positive
or negative values depending on the values of the parameters. However, the absolute value
or the magnitude of these terms are more useful for the purpose of comparison.
We summarize these results in the histograms of figure 1 for synthetic millisecond pul-
sars and figure 2 for synthetic normal pulsars. Additionally, table 1 contains the statistical
summary for the synthetic millisecond pulsars while table 2 contains the statistical summary
for the synthetic normal pulsars. From these, it is clear that all of the first three square
bracket terms contribute ‘almost’ equally to the observed value of the second derivative of
the frequency.
We next aimed to compare the combined term with the remaining one, i.e., the fourth
square bracket term of eq. (2.12). We can see from eq. (2.12) that the fourth square bracket
term would be different for the spin frequency derivative and the orbital frequency derivative
as it depends upon the frequency and the observed value of the frequency derivative. We
first calculated the values of this term using the spin frequency and its derivative for both of
the millisecond pulsar and the normal pulsar populations. Then, for the millisecond pulsar
population, we calculated this term using the orbital frequency and its derivative. Figures 1
and 2 as well as tables 1 and 2 contain results on this term too.
The median of the absolute value of the fourth square bracket term for the orbital
frequency of millisecond pulsars is within about a magnitude of the absolute value of the
combined term. The median of the absolute value of the fourth square bracket term for the
spin frequency of normal pulsars is within about a magnitude of the absolute value of the
combined term while the median of the absolute value of the fourth square bracket term for
the spin frequency of millisecond pulsars is within about two magnitude of the absolute value
of the combined term. On the other hand, due to their extreme stability, millisecond pulsars
are timed better, so the second derivative of the spin frequency of millisecond pulsars are
likely to be measured more accurately. Thus, we conclude that it is wise to retain all of the
terms in eq. (2.12) when accurate values are aimed for.
For the sake of comparison, we also computed the value of these terms for real pulsars
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Figure 1. Density distribution of the absolute values of various square bracket terms in eq. (2.12)
for simulated millisecond pulsars. The subplots are as follow: a) the first square bracket term, b) the
second square bracket term, c) the third square bracket term, d) the sum of the first three terms, e)
the fourth square bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives, and f) the fourth square
bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives.
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Figure 2. Density distribution of the absolute values of various square bracket terms in eq. (2.12)
for the simulated normal pulsars. The subplots are as follow: a) the first square bracket term, b) the
second square bracket term, c) the third square bracket term, d) the sum of the first three terms, and
e) the fourth square bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives.
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Table 2. Statistical summary of the of all square bracket terms appearing in eq. (2.12) for the
simulated normal pulsars.
Term Minimum Mean Median Maximum
(s−2) (s−2) (s−2) (s−2)
|First Square Bracket Term| 7.67× 10−39 5.28× 10−33 2.15× 10−33 3.17× 10−31
|Second Square Bracket Term| 2.29× 10−39 3.74× 10−33 1.33× 10−33 4.36× 10−31
|Third Square Bracket Term| 3.22× 10−38 3.46× 10−33 1.40× 10−33 1.18× 10−31
|Combined Term| 1.98× 10−39 6.63× 10−33 2.56× 10−33 5.51× 10−31
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (spin)| 1.57× 10−39 5.16× 10−29 4.33× 10−32 1.97× 10−25
too. The ATNF catalogue (version 1.63) has 377 pulsars for which all relevant parameters
to calculate the value of
(
f˙
f
)
ex
, appearing in the fourth square bracket of eq. (2.12) for the
spin frequency and its derivative, are available. For these pulsars, all parameters required to
calculate the first three square bracket terms are also known, except vr that appears in the
first and the third square bracket terms. So, we needed to choose reasonable values for vr. We
performed our calculations for some chosen values of vr, i.e., -200, -100, -50, 0, 50, 100, 200
km/s except PSR J1024−0719 and PSR J1903+0327, for which the values of vr are known
to be 185 km/s and 42 km/s respectively [9]. When we took a nominal value of vr = 50
km/s (the same assumed value used by ref. [15]), we found the maximum difference between
the absolute value of the combined and the fourth term for PSR J1808−2024, values being
1.87×10−34 s−2 and 2.32×10−28 s−2 respectively. Whereas, we found the minimum difference
between the absolute value of the combined and the fourth term for PSR J1906+0454, values
being 4.58× 10−36 s−2 and 3.18× 10−36 s−2 respectively. The change in the value of vr does
not change the results much, e.g., PSR J1808−2024 has the absolute value of the combined
term as 1.86× 10−34 s−2 when vr is chosen to be 200 km/s and 1.91× 10−34 s−2 when vr is
chosen to be −200 km/s. Note that the fourth term is independent of vr.
Additionally, we report the statistical summary of the absolute values of the combined
and the fourth square bracket term for these real pulsars in table 3 for vr 50 km/s. We see
that the median of the absolute values of the ‘combined term’ is within an order of magnitude
of that of the values of the fourth square bracket term. We have also found that, for 52.79%
pulsars, the absolute value of the fourth square bracket term is larger than the absolute value
of the combined term. Further, 48.74% of this particular set of pulsars (or 25.73% of the
total population) have the absolute value of the fourth square bracket term larger than the
absolute value of the combined term by more than one order of magnitude. These facts again
support our conclusion that the first three terms should not be ignored.
To complete our exploration with real pulsars, we find that the ATNF catalogue (version
1.63) has 33 pulsars for which all relevant parameters to calculate
(
f˙
f
)
ex
for the orbital
frequency and its derivative are available. For these pulsars too, all parameters required to
calculate the first three square bracket terms are also known, except vr, and we choose same
values of vr as discussed above. When we took a nominal value of vr = 50 km/s, we found
the maximum difference between the absolute value of the combined and the fourth term for
PSR J1723−2837, values being 1.07× 10−34 s−2 and 1.85× 10−31 s−2 respectively. Whereas,
we found the minimum difference between the absolute value of the combined and the fourth
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Table 3. Comparison of actual as well as absolute values of the combined and the fourth square
bracket (spin) terms for pulsars (377 in number) in ATNF catalogue for which all relevant parameters
to calculate
(
f˙
f
)
ex
, for the spin frequency and its derivative, are available.
Term Minimum Mean Median Max
(all in s−2)
|Combined Term| 1.26× 10−36 1.97× 10−33 6.18× 10−34 5.36× 10−32
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (spin)| 7.01× 10−39 1.17× 10−30 9.22× 10−34 2.32× 10−28
Table 4. Comparison of actual as well as absolute values of the combined and the fourth square
bracket (orbital) terms for pulsars (33 in number) in ATNF catalogue for which all relevant parameters
to calculate
(
f˙
f
)
ex
, for the orbital frequency and its derivative, are available.
Term Minimum Mean Median Maximum
(all in s−2)
|Combined Term| 1.24× 10−35 1.59× 10−33 5.37× 10−34 9.36× 10−33
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (orbital)| 1.62× 10−38 1.31× 10−32 1.21× 10−35 1.85× 10−31
term for PSR J0636+5129, values being 3.65× 10−34 s−2 and 3.57× 10−34 s−2 respectively.
The change in the value of vr does not change the results much, e.g., PSR J1723−2837 has
the absolute value of the combined term as 1.42×10−34 s−2 when vr is chosen to be 200 km/s
and 0.48× 10−34 s−2 when vr is chosen to be −200 km/s.
Additionally, we report the statistical summary of the absolute values of the combined
and the fourth square bracket term for these real pulsars in table 4 for vr 50 km/s. We see
that the median of the absolute values of the ‘combined term’ is within an order of magnitude
of that of the values of the fourth square bracket term. We have also found that, for 24.24%
pulsars, the magnitude of the fourth square bracket term is larger than the magnitude of
the combined term. Further, 50.0% of this particular set of pulsars (or 12.12% of the total
population) have the magnitude of the fourth square bracket term larger than the magnitude
of the combined term by more than one order of magnitude. These facts again support our
conclusion that the first three terms should not be ignored, even when we are working with
the orbital frequency and its derivatives.
3.2 Pulsar population near the Galactic centre
In our earlier work [1, figure 4], we saw that at low values of R and z (vertical height of
the pulsar from the Galactic disk), both | ∂Φ∂R | and |∂Φ∂z | peak where Φ is the gravitational
potential of the Galaxy. Moreover, the slopes of the | ∂Φ∂R | vs R and | ∂Φ∂R | vs z curves are
steepest near the peak. As − ∂Φ∂R and −∂Φ∂z provide the acceleration of the pulsars parallel and
perpendicular to the Galactic disk, we expect that both the acceleration and jerk would be
large for pulsars located in this region, which corresponds to the region close to the Galactic
centre. Unfortunately, no such pulsar is known at present in this region, so we decided to
work on a synthetic set of pulsars.
Like section 3.1, here too, we separately studied the millisecond pulsar population and
the normal pulsar population, and we took a uniform distribution between −200 and 200
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Table 5. Statistical summary of the of all square bracket terms appearing in of eq. (2.12) for the
simulated millisecond pulsars near the Galactic centre.
Term Minimum Mean Median Maximum
(s−2) (s−2) (s−2) (s−2)
|First Square Bracket Term| 1.87× 10−36 4.03× 10−32 1.27× 10−32 2.41× 10−30
|Second Square Bracket Term| 1.49× 10−36 1.17× 10−32 6.8× 10−33 1.85× 10−31
|Third Square Bracket Term| 1.66× 10−34 9.65× 10−33 6.0× 10−33 9.48× 10−32
|Combined Term| 1.20× 10−35 4.39× 10−32 1.48× 10−32 2.44× 10−30
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (spin)| 4.98× 10−42 5.15× 10−34 3.87× 10−35 1.64× 10−31
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (orbital)| 1.23× 10−39 2.01× 10−29 3.10× 10−33 1.90× 10−26
Table 6. Statistical summary of the of all square bracket terms appearing in of eq. (2.12) for the
simulated normal pulsars near the Galactic centre.
Term Minimum Mean Median Maximum
(s−2) (s−2) (s−2) (s−2)
|First Square Bracket Term| 2.24× 10−38 9.70× 10−32 2.60× 10−32 2.39× 10−28
|Second Square Bracket Term| 3.12× 10−38 2.37× 10−32 1.39× 10−32 9.64× 10−31
|Third Square Bracket Term| 1.93× 10−35 1.97× 10−32 1.29× 10−32 4.90× 10−31
|Combined Term| 2.24× 10−37 1.05× 10−31 3.15× 10−32 2.40× 10−28
|Fourth Square Bracket Term (spin)| 6.75× 10−39 4.09× 10−29 3.90× 10−32 1.81× 10−25
km/s, for vr. We constrained our simulations to the cases with l varying uniformly between
0 and 5 degrees as well as between 355 and 360 degrees, b varying uniformly between -5 and
5 degrees, and d varying uniformly between 7.8 and 8.2 kpc.
For these parameters, we generated the same number of cases (124115) corresponding
to the normal pulsar population as those generated in the earlier subsection, so that we could
use the same sample of fs as obtained from PsrPopPy earlier. Similarly, we generated the
same number of cases (2791) corresponding to the millisecond pulsar population and used the
corresponding sample of fs as obtained from PsrPopPy earlier.
For the rest of the parameters (µl, µb, f˙s,obs, f¨s,obs, fb, f˙b,obs, and f¨b,obs) we used the
same distributions as generated in 3.1 for the millisecond pulsars. Similarly, for the normal
pulsars, we used the same distributions generated in 3.1 for the remaining corresponding
parameters (µl, µb, f˙s,obs and, f¨s,obs). The underlying assumption here is that the population
of pulsars near Galactic centre is not way too different than the overall disk population. This
assumption is not perfectly valid, however our only aim was to obtain a qualitative comparison
between various terms in eq. (2.12).
Like in the previous subsection, here also, we calculate all square bracket terms of eq.
(2.12) separately. We summarize these results in the histograms of figure 3 for millisecond
pulsars and figure 4 for normal pulsars. Additionally, table 5 contains the statistical summary
for the synthetic millisecond pulsars while table 6 contains the statistical summary for the
synthetic normal pulsars.
Comparing the values reported in tables 1 and 5 for the millisecond pulsars, and the
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Figure 3. Density distribution of the absolute values of various square bracket terms in eq. (2.12) for
simulated millisecond pulsars near the Galactic centre. The subplots are as follow: a) the first square
bracket term, b) the second square bracket term, c) the third square bracket term, d) the sum of the
first three terms, e) the fourth square bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives, and
f) the fourth square bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives.
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Figure 4. Density distribution of the absolute values of various square bracket terms in eq. (2.12) for
the simulated normal pulsars near the Galactic centre. The subplots are as follow: a) the first square
bracket term, b) the second square bracket term, c) the third square bracket term, d) the sum of the
first three terms, and e) the fourth square bracket term using the spin frequency and its derivatives.
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values reported in tables 2 and 6 for the normal pulsars, we see that the median values of
the absolute value of the first three square bracket terms are about one order of magnitude
larger for the pulsar population near the Galactic centre than the general population. For the
fourth square bracket term, we get almost the the median values for the two populations as
expected, as in the fourth square bracket term, the dynamics dependent
(
f˙
f
)
ex
is multiplied
by
(
f˙
f
)
obs
which have been simulated with the help of the observed values of the field pulsars.
As all four terms contribute to the observed value of the second derivative of the fre-
quency (see eq. (2.12)) separately, we can conclude that the measured value (through timing
analysis) of the second derivative of the spin or orbital frequency of a pulsar near the Galac-
tic centre would likely be contaminated by the dynamical terms by larger amount than the
pulsars in away from the Galactic centre, especially if the distributions of frequencies and its
derivatives are not drastically different.
Note that, although our formalism can be used for pulsars close to the Galactic centre,
it is not very accurate there, as gravitational pull of near-by stars on the pulsars likely to be
significant. Nevertheless, if any pulsar close to the Galactic centre is discovered in the near
future, our expressions can be used to obtain a first order correction.
4 Applications
In this section, we discuss some practical applications of our formalism of eliminating dynam-
ical effects from the second derivative of frequencies, and explore whether parameters that
depend on the second derivative can be affected significantly by the dynamics.
4.1 Properties of PSR J1024−0719
As mentioned previously, ref. [6] and ref. [4] showed that PSR J1024−0719 is a wide-orbit
binary pulsar. Its orbit is so wide that a good timing solution could be obtained even without
fitting for orbital parameters. However, for this pulsar, after eliminating the contributions of
the velocity, acceleration and jerk due to the Galactic potential from the measured first and
second time derivative of the spin frequency, additional dynamical effects due to the orbital
motion would remain and hence after using eqs. (2.5) and (2.13), what we obtain should be
better called ‘residual’ instead of ‘intrinsic’ values of frequency derivatives. Ref. [6] reported
derivatives of spin periods instead of spin frequencies and used the values of P˙s,res and P¨s,obs to
put some constraints on the orbit of the pulsar. They did not correct for the dynamical effects
in the second derivative as they correctly guessed that it would be very small. Indeed we see
that P¨s,res = 1.09×10−31 ss−1 while P¨s,obs = 1.1×10−31 ss−1 as reported by ref. [6]. Thus, for
this particular pulsar, the contribution of the acceleration and jerk due to the gravitational
potential of the Galaxy to the measured second derivative of the spin frequency is negligible.
However this might not be the case always, as we will explore in the next subsection. Note
that we obtain P˙s,res = −3.89× 10−20 ss−1 while ref. [6] had P˙s,res = −3.96× 10−20 ss−1.
4.2 Intrinsic spin frequency second derivative and the braking index
Instead of exploring the effect of the dynamical terms in the second derivative of the spin
frequency alone, we decided to concentrate on the braking index n which is associated with
the basic emission model of rotation powered pulsars. The well known expression of n for
such a pulsar is found by equating the rate of loss of rotational kinetic energy to the rate of
the electromagnetic energy emitted by a rotating magnetic dipole [16]:
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n =
f¨s,int fs
f˙2s,int
. (4.1)
In the ideal scenario where the pulsar is a perfect magnetic dipole, and the mis-alignment of
the spin axis and the magnetic axis is solely responsible for the emission of radio waves, the
braking index turns out to be three [16]. However, in reality, this may not be the case. In
fact, people have reported values of n differing from three and tried to find physics behind
this [17–19].
We first investigated whether those anomalous values of n are affected by dynamical
terms or there are other physical reasons intrinsic to the pulsars. Ref. [17] reported mea-
surements of n for 374 pulsars. They found that the reported values of n for a number of
pulsars lie in the range −2.6 × 108 to 2.5 × 108. These large deviations from the expected
value 3 cannot be due to the timing noise as they had taken care of it by whitening the timing
residuals. Although they calculated the values of n using the measured values of the spin
frequency and its derivatives instead of their intrinsic values, it is unlikely that the dynamical
effects would change the value of n from 3 to 108, so for pulsars having such large values of
n, the conclusion of ref. [17] that the measured spin frequency second derivative values of
the pulsars do not represent only the braking due to magnetic dipole radiation seems valid.
However, we explored whether for the pulsars with measured |n| < 10, dynamical terms play a
significant role to shift the values from 3. Using the values of l, b, fs, f˙s,obs, and f¨s,obs directly
from ref. [17], d, calculated using NE2001 model [13, 14] based on the DM values given in
ref. [17], and µl and µb, calculated using Right Ascension and Declination, and corresponding
proper motion values given in ref. [17], we evaluated f˙int using model-Lb of GalDynPsr, and
f¨int using the method described in section 2. We took a nominal vr = 50 km/s, like ref. [15].
For all these pulsars, we didn’t see any significant change by correcting for the dynamical
terms. We repeated the above calculations for vr = 0 km/s and vr = −100 km/s without
any significant difference. Hence, we conclude that even for these pulsars, there are physical
reasons for n to differ from 3. Recently, ref. [19] reported measurements of n for 73 pulsars.
Out of these, they report braking index values to be less than 10 for only two pulsars, namely,
PSR J0157+6212 (n = 4.8) and PSR J1743-3150 (n = 6.5). Using the values of d, fs, f˙s,obs,
and f¨s,obs directly from ref. [19], l, b, µl, and µb, from the Right Ascension and Declination
values, and corresponding proper motion values given in ref. [19], and our formalism to correct
for the dynamical terms, we found only a small change in the braking index value of PSR
J0157+6212 (n = 5.0) and a little higher change in PSR J1743-3150 (n = 8.3), but still, in
no case n gets closer to 3.
Now the question arises, can there be a case where dynamical effects are large enough
to alter the value of n significantly? To answer this question, we performed calculations on
simulated millisecond pulsars. We concentrated only on millisecond pulsars, as these are more
stable than normal pulsars, so less likely to have glitch, red timing noise, etc., that might
make the observed value of n to deviate from 3 [19]. We aimed whether we could get a
sufficient number of millisecond pulsars for which n is close to three (theoretically expected),
i.e., 2.5 < n < 3.5, and nobs < 0 or nobs > 6, i.e., nobs is significantly different than n due
to dynamical effects. Here nobs means the value of the branking index we get by using the
observed values of the spin frequency and its derivatives, and n is the true braking index
that we get after eliminating the dynamical contributions from the frequency derivatives. We
used the same simulation approach as described in section 3.1. We did not find any cases
where 2.5 < n < 3.5, but nobs < 0 or nobs > 6. We even performed the investigation over
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a larger number of synthetic pulsars (10000 instead of 2791 as in section 3.1), still did not
find any favorable case. We then generated 10000 pulsars near the Galactic centre where the
distributions of various parameters are the same as section 3.2. But still no favourable case
could be found.
However, it is possible that there might exist unique pulsars whose parameters are
missed by the standard representation of the population (generated by ‘PsrPopPy’), and
have 2.5 < n < 3.5, and nobs < 0 or nobs > 6. Pulsars are anyhow well known to baffle
astronomers time to time by showing their uniqueness. To take care of this possibility, we
adopted a different approach to simulate parameters for a synthetic set of millisecond pulsars.
We explored two populations of millisecond pulsars, one in the Galactic field and the other in
the near-Galactic centre region, by using two approaches to simulate l, b, and d. For the first
population, we just fitted the distribution from ATNF catalogue for the millisecond pulsars
(excluding the ones in globular clusters, the Large Magellanic Cloud, and the Small Magellanic
Cloud), and for the second population we used the approach as described in section 3.2. For
both the populations we generated 10000 values of these parameters. For µl and µb too, we
simulated 10000 values based on the distribution of values in the ATNF catalogue for the
millisecond pulsars. We also generated 10000 values of vr distributed uniformly between -200
to 200 km/s. However, for fs, f˙s,obs, and f¨s,obs, we needed to take a closer look at the ATNF
catalogue values, again excluding the ones in globular clusters, the Large Magellanic Cloud,
and the Small Magellanic Cloud.
We found that the range of fs spans from 34.657 Hz to 641.928 Hz for millisecond pulsars.
We divided this range into three equal parts and generated 10000 uniformly distributed values
for each range. For f˙s,obs, the values span between the orders of −1.0 × 10−13 s−2 and
−1.0 × 10−17 s−2 for millisecond pulsars. We divided this range into four parts with each
range spanning over one order of magnitude and generated uniform distribution of 10000
values for each subrange. Since the ATNF catalogue only gives eight measurements of the
f¨s,obs for millisecond pulsars, we decided to extend the ranges. More specifically, the values of
f¨s,obs for these 8 millisecond pulsars lie in the ranges of −1.0× 10−24 s−3 to −1.0× 10−28 s−3
and 1.0 × 10−27 s−3 to 1.0 × 10−25 s−3, whereas, by fitting these values with a distribution
function and generating a synthetic values in section 3.1, we found that f¨s,obs vary between
−1.0× 10−24 s−3 to −1.0× 10−30 s−3 and 1.0× 10−30 s−3 to 1.0× 10−24 s−3. We used these
two sets and divided each set into 6 subranges which span over one order of magnitude and
generated uniform distribution of 10000 values for each subrange.
In this way, we got 3 subranges of fs, 4 subranges of f˙s,obs, and 12 subranges of f¨s,obs,
each having 10000 uniformly generated values. For braking index calculations, we chose one
subrange corresponding to each of these three parameters, in addition to the 10000 values
generated for the parameters l, b, d, µl, µb, and vr each. These 10000 values for each parameter
constitute the 10000 synthetic millisecond pulsars, concentrated in a specific sub-range of the
multi-dimensional parameter space, out of the total 144 (3 × 4 × 12) of such sub-ranges.
We computed the values of n and nobs for all 10000 synthetic pulsars in each sub-range and
selected the favorable cases. In this approach, we implicitly assumed that the total number
of millisecond pulsars over the full parameter space is much larger than 10000, which might
not be very realistic. However, our quest here is to find unique combinations of parameters
that can give large differences between the observed and intrinsic values of the braking index.
The number of favourable cases for different combinations of fs, f˙s,obs, and f¨s,obs sub-
ranges are summarized in table 7. We display six examples from each set (pulsars in the
field and pulsars near the Galactic centre) in table 8, such that three of the Galactic field
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pulsars represent largest differences in n and nobs when nobs > 6 (Pulsar1GF, Pulsar2GF, and
Pulsar3GF) and the other three when nobs < 0 (Pulsar4GF, Pulsar5GF, and Pulsar6GF). We
also display six examples of the near-Galactic centre pulsars in table 8, such that three of
them represent largest differences in n and nobs when nobs > 6 (Pulsar1GC, Pulsar2GC, and
Pulsar3GC) and the other three when nobs < 0 (Pulsar4GC, Pulsar5GC, and Pulsar6GC). We
also see that the difference between the intrinsic and observed values of f¨s are much larger
than that for f˙s. As a result, the difference in the observed and intrinsic values of n are not
very different (like what happens for the second derivative), because in the expression of the
braking index the second derivative appears with the power of one and the first derivative
appears with the power of two. This emphasizes the fact that if one wants to use the value
of the second derivative of the spin frequency to get better insight of the properties of the
pulsar, it is better to correct for the dynamical terms as accurately as possible, as this term
is affected more by the dynamics. The difference in the results of the simulated millisecond
pulsars in the Galactic field and those near the Galactic centre in tables 7 and 8 are noticeable.
For the pulsars near the Galactic centre, considerably more number of favourable cases are
generated and there is also a larger change in the values of braking index. In summary, these
simulations establish the fact that it is possible that the dynamical terms change the value of
n significantly from three, especially near the Galactic centre. However, possibility of having
such a system is not very likely as it needs very unique combination of various parameters.
4.3 Exploring the cases with measured second derivative of the orbital frequency
In this section, we study dynamical contributions in the observed values of the second derivtive
of the orbital frequency, f¨b,obs. We find eight pulsars with reported values of f¨b,obs the ATNF
catalogue - PSR J0023+0923, PSR J1048+2339, PSR J1731−1847, PSR J2339−0533, PSR
J0024−7204J, PSR J0024−7204V, PSR J0024−7204O, and PSR J0024−7204W, and two ad-
ditional pulsars whose f¨b,obs value is not reported in ATNF catalogue - PSR J1723−2837 [20],
and PSR J2051−0827 [21]). Among these, five black-widows are PSR J0023+0923 [22], PSR
J0024−7204J [23], PSR J0024−7204O [23], PSR J1731−1847 [24], and PSR J2051−0827 [21])
and four Red-Backs are PSR J0024−7204W [25], PSR J1048+2339 [26], PSR J1723−2837 [20],
and PSR J2339−0533 [27]). Additionally, pulsars PSR J0024−7204J, PSR J0024−7204V,
PSR J0024−7204O, and PSR J0024−7204W, belong to the Globular Cluster 47 Tucane
[23, 25].
We calculated the intrinsic values of the first and second derivatives of the orbital fre-
quency, f˙b,int and f¨b,int respectively, for these pulsars using eqs. (2.3), (2.10), and GalDynPsr.
We took the parameters as given in the ATNF catalogue except a few cases as mentioned
below. The fb, f˙b,obs, and f¨b,obs values for PSR J0023+0923 were taken from ref. [22]. The
f¨b,obs value for PSR J1723−2837 was taken from ref. [20], and for PSR J2051−0827 was taken
from ref. [21]. The proper motion values for PSR J0024−7204V were taken from ref. [25].
For all of the pulsars, we used the best distance estimate given in the ATNF catalogue, if
available, else we used the both YMW16 model based distance [28] and NE2001 based dis-
tance [13, 14]. We took a nominal value for vr as 50 km/s for all cases. We see that for all
the cases, there is not any perceptible difference between f˙b,obs and f˙b,int values, and f¨b,obs
and f¨b,int values. Note that, for pulsars in globular clusters, additional correction is needed
to account for the cluster potential.
However, it is not wise to make any strong conclusion based on such a small number of
pulsars with measurements of the second derivatives of the orbital frequency. We again used
the simulated millisecond pulsar population generated in section 3.1, to study the dynamical
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Table 7. Number of favourable cases where 2.5 < n < 3.5, and nobs < 0 or nobs > 6, for various
ranges of fs, f˙s,obs, and f¨s,obs values. The fourth column displays favourable cases for Galactic field
pulsars, whereas, the fifth column displays favourable cases for pulsars near Galactic centre. We
display fs rounded off to 2 decimal places. Each row represents one simulation run of 10000 simulated
millisecond pulsars.
fs range f˙s,obs range f¨s,obs range Favourable Cases Favourable Cases
(Hz) (s−2) (s−3) (Galactic Field) (Near Galactic Centre)
34.66 to 273.08
−10−13 to −10−14
10−29 to 10−28 0 6
10−30 to 10−29 0 5
−10−28 to −10−29 0 7
−10−29 to −10−30 0 38
−10−14 to −10−15 10
−30 to 10−29 1 50
−10−29 to −10−30 0 50
273.08 to 439.50
−10−13 to −10−14
10−28 to 10−27 0 1
10−29 to 10−28 0 18
10−30 to 10−29 2 21
−10−27 to −10−28 0 1
−10−28 to −10−29 0 21
−10−29 to −10−30 1 133
−10−14 to −10−15
10−29 to 10−28 0 1
10−30 to 10−29 6 38
−10−28 to −10−29 0 1
−10−29 to −10−30 3 14
439.50 to 641.93
−10−13 to −10−14
10−28 to 10−27 0 2
10−29 to 10−28 0 38
10−30 to 10−29 3 20
−10−28 to −10−29 0 25
−10−29 to −10−30 3 191
−10−14 to −10−15
10−30 to 10−29 5 15
−10−28 to −10−29 0 1
−10−29 to −10−30 5 21
−10−15 to −10−16 10−30 to 10−29 0 1
contributions in f¨b,obs. Here, we aimed whether we could get a sufficient number of millisecond
pulsars for which the values of f¨b,obs and f¨b,int differ atleast in first decimal place.
Here too, when we performed the investigation over a larger number of synthetic pulsars
(10000 instead of 2791 as in section 3.1), we did not find any favorable case. We also generated
10000 pulsars near the Galactic centre where the distributions of various parameters are the
same as section 3.2. But we still could not find any favourable case.
Consequently, we adopted a different approach to simulate parameters for a synthetic
set of millisecond pulsars. Similar to the approach used in section 4.2, in order to explore two
populations of millisecond pulsars, one in the Galactic field and the other in the near Galactic
centre region, we used two approaches to simulate l , b, and d. For the first population, we
just fitted the distribution from ATNF catalogue for the millisecond pulsars (excluding the
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Table 8. Parameters for simulated millisecond pulsars with 2.5 < n < 3.5, and nobs < 0 or nobs > 6.
Here, l is the Galactic longitude, b is the Galactic latitude, d is the distance between the pulsar and
the solar system barycentre, µl is proper motion in l, µb is proper motion in b, fs is the spin frequency,
vr is the radial velocity, f˙s,obs is observed spin frequency derivative, f˙s,int is intrinsic spin frequency
derivative, f¨s,obs is observed spin frequency second derivative, f¨s,int is intrinsic spin frequency second
derivative, nobs is the braking index based on observed spin frequency derivatives, and n is the braking
index based on intrinsic spin frequency derivatives. Top half displays the parameters of simulated
millisecond pulsars in the Galactic field (represented by subscript ‘GF’). Pulsar1GF, Pulsar2GF, and
Pulsar3GF represent largest differences in n and nobs when nobs > 6 whereas Pulsar4GF, Pulsar5GF,
and Pulsar6GF represent largest differences in n and nobs when nobs < 0. Bottom half displays
the parameters of simulated millisecond pulsars near the Galactic centre (represented by subscript
‘GC’). Pulsar1GC, Pulsar2GC, and Pulsar3GC represent largest differences in n and nobs when nobs >
6 whereas Pulsar4GC, Pulsar5GC, and Pulsar6GC represent largest differences in n and nobs when
nobs < 0. We display the results till second decimal place.
Galactic Field pulsars
Parameters Pulsar1GF Pulsar2GF Pulsar3GF Pulsar4GF Pulsar5GF Pulsar6GF
l (deg) 28.59 350.25 59.10 357.49 76.22 59.21
b (deg) 31.00 -17.17 3.26 16.37 33.82 -6.84
d (kpc) 0.18 4.26 1.97 6.56 0.59 0.68
µl (mas/yr) 7.81 1.06 20.46 -20.37 -20.0 -21.19
µb (mas/yr) 6.21 6.81 6.69 8.91 0.88 10.45
vr (km/s) -83.07 7.34 -109.40 169.53 13.37 68.38
fs (Hz) 635.17 418.66 519.15 613.23 322.03 431.28
f˙s,obs (×10−15 s−2) -9.45 -6.50 -8.54 -8.32 -4.29 -5.83
f¨s,obs (×10−30 s−3) 1.69 1.20 1.65 -5.03 -1.04 -1.32
f˙s,int (×10−15 s−2 -9.43 -6.27 -7.46 -3.67 -4.14 -5.45
(f˙s,int−f˙s,obs)×100
f˙s,obs
-0.15 -3.61 -12.75 -55.93 -3.52 -6.60
f¨s,int (×10−31 s−3) 4.54 2.63 2.72 0.61 1.57 1.83
(f¨s,int−f¨s,obs)×100
f¨s,obs
-73.11 -78.17 -83.55 -101.21 -115.05 -113.91
nobs 12.03 11.91 11.77 -44.57 -18.30 -16.73
n 3.25 2.80 2.54 2.77 2.96 2.67
Near Galactic Centre pulsars
Pulsar1GC Pulsar2GC Pulsar3GC Pulsar4GC Pulsar5GC Pulsar6GC
l (deg) 358.99 358.79 4.82 1.01 356.50 358.64
b (deg) -2.58 0.07 -1.26 1.78 -4.40 -1.02
d (kpc) 8.06 8.08 7.99 8.11 7.92 7.86
µl (mas/yr) -1.89 -5.75 -16.56 -6.72 19.24 7.00
µb (mas/yr) -1.27 -2.35 -0.57 6.11 -4.76 -2.32
vr (km/s) 114.26 121.59 10.67 113.15 80.51 -1.89
fs (Hz) 531.13 364.40 433.88 450.83 567.46 361.88
f˙s,obs (×10−15 s−2) -0.90 -2.35 -3.84 -2.28 -5.09 -6.72
f¨s,obs (×10−30 s−3) 2.15 4.60 7.84 -48.85 -9.38 -20.78
f˙s,int (×10−15 s−2 -1.52 -3.05 -1.85 -2.43 -1.18 -5.93
(f˙s,int−f˙s,obs)×100
f˙s,obs
68.88 29.68 -51.83 6.38 -76.77 -11.69
f¨s,int (×10−32 s−3) 1.43 7.87 2.67 3.72 0.68 24.94
(f¨s,int−f¨s,obs)×100
f¨s,obs
-99.33 -98.29 -99.66 -100.08 -100.07 -101.20
nobs 1406.05 303.35 230.53 -4223.41 -205.53 -166.58
n 3.29 3.09 3.39 2.84 2.75 2.56
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ones in globular clusters, the Large Magellanic Cloud, and the Small Magellanic Cloud), and
for the second population we used the approach as described in section 3.2. For both the
populations we generated 10000 values of these parameters. For µl and µb too, we simulated
10000 values based on the distribution of values in the ATNF catalogue for the millisecond
pulsars. We also generated 10000 values of vr distributed uniformly between -200 to 200
km/s. For f˙b,obs and f¨b,obs, we generated uniform distributions in sub-ranges, and the logic
of selection of the sub-ranges is described below.
From the ATNF catalogue, we see that the observed values of f˙b,obs lie in the ranges of
−1.0 × 10−17 s−2 to −1.0 × 10−25 s−2 and 1.0 × 10−25 s−2 to 1.0 × 10−17 s−2. We divided
each set into ranges which span over one order of magnitude and generated 10000 uniformly
distributed values for each range. Since the ATNF catalogue only gives four measurements
of the f¨b,obs for millisecond pulsars, we decided to extend its range. More specifically, the
values of f¨s,obs for these four millisecond pulsars lie in the ranges of −1.0 × 10−26 s−3 to
−1.0 × 10−27 s−3 and 1.0 × 10−28 s−3 to 1.0 × 10−26 s−3, while by fitting these values with
a distribution function and generating a synthetic values in section 3.1, we found that f¨b,obs
vary between −1.0× 10−25 s−3 to −1.0× 10−30 s−3 and 1.0× 10−30 s−3 to 1.0× 10−25 s−3.
We used these two sets and divided each set into 5 subranges each of which span over one
order of magnitude and generated uniform distribution of 10000 values for each subrange.
In this way, we got 16 subranges of f˙b,obs, and 10 subranges of f¨b,obs, each having 10000
uniformly generated values. Similar to the technique used for simulation and calculation in
section 4.2, we chose one subrange corresponding to f˙b,obs and f¨b,obs each, in addition to the
10000 values generated for the parameters l, b, d, µl, µb, and vr each. These 10000 values
for each parameter constitute the 10000 synthetic millisecond pulsars, concentrated in the
specific sub-range in the multi-dimensional parameter space, out of the total 160 (16 × 10)
such sub-ranges. We computed the values of f˙b,int and f¨b,int for all 10000 synthetic pulsars
in each sub-range and selected the favorable cases. In this approach, we implicitly assumed
that the total number of millisecond pulsars over the full parameter space is much larger than
10000, which is a bit over-estimation. However, our quest here is to find unique combinations
of parameters that can give large differences between the observed and intrinsic values of the
second derivative of the orbital period.
Since we did not get any favourable result, we then used uniform distributions for µl
and µb too. As per the ATNF catalogue, for millisecond pulsars, µl varies between -52.8
mas/yr and 74.485 mas/yr, and µb varies between -103 mas/yr and 120.820 mas/yr. We
generated 10000 uniformly distributed values between these maximum and minimum values
of µl and µb, respectively. However, we did not get any favourable case, not even for near-
Galactic centre pulsars. We then checked the maximum and minimum values of µl and µb
from ATNF catalogue for the set of all the pulsars and found that µl varies between -336.73
mas/yr and 193.8 mas/yr, and µb varies between -314.1 mas/yr and 176 mas/yr. We then
generated 10000 uniformly distributed values between these maximum and minimum values
of µl and µb, respectively. We found only one favourable case among the simulated Galactic
field pulsars but multiple for the simulated near-Galactic centre pulsars.
The number of favourable cases (where f¨b,obs and f¨b,int values differ atleast in first
decimal place) for different ranges of f˙b,obs and f¨b,obs are summarized in table 9 for both sets,
i.e., the simulated Galactic field pulsars, as well as, the simulated near-Galactic centre pulsars.
We display the one favourable case from the simulated Galactic field pulsar and five examples
from the set of favourable simulated near-Galactic centre pulsars in table 10 with maximum
percentage change in f¨b,obs. From table 9, it is evident that the number of favourable cases
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Table 9. Number of favourable simulated millisecond pulsars in the Galactic field, as well as, near
the Galactic centre where f¨b,obs and f¨b,int values differ atleast in first decimal place, for various ranges
of f˙b,obs, and f¨b,obs values. One row represents single simulation run of 10000 millisecond pulsars.
These entries represent the simulation runs when -336.73 < µl < 193.8 mas/yr and -314.1 < µb <
176 mas/yr. The third column represents the favourable cases for the Galactic field pulsars, and the
fourth column represents the favourable cases for the pulsars near the Galactic centre.
f˙b,obs range f¨b,obs range Favourable Cases Favourable Cases
(s−2) (s−3) (Galactic Field) (Near Galactic Centre)
−10−17 to −10−18 −10−29 to −10−30 0 3
−10−17 to −10−18 10−30 to 10−29 0 3
10−18 to 10−17 −10−29 to −10−30 1 4
10−18 to 10−17 10−30 to 10−29 0 5
significantly increase when we consider the simulated pulsars near the Galactic centre.
5 Conclusion
The measured values of the first and the second derivatives of the frequency (f˙obs and f¨obs
respectively) of a pulsar differ from the intrinsic values (f˙int and f¨int respectively) due to its
velocity, acceleration, and jerk. These derivatives can be either of the spin frequency or of
the orbital frequency. In the present work, we provide expressions for f˙int and f¨int in terms
of other measurable parameters with the assumptions that the gravitational potential of the
Galaxy is the only cause of the acceleration and jerk of the pulsar. For additional sources
of acceleration and jerk, e.g., unmodelled orbital motion, local potential, etc., one will need
to work on a case-by-case basis. In our earlier work [1], we explored the first derivative
(although of the period instead of the frequency), hence in the present work, we concentrate
on the second derivative. The main result of this paper, i.e., eq. (2.12) will be useful to
eliminate the effect of the gravitational potential of the Galaxy and then to model additional
dynamical terms if present.
Some of the intermediate equations will be useful for other purposes, e.g., our eq. (2.10)
can be used to model the gravitational potential of a globular cluster if the second derivative
of the spin frequency of some pulsars in that cluster is measured. Even if we neglect the
terms involving the time derivative of the unit vector, there are extra terms in eq. (2.10) in
comparison to commonly used expression (eq. (6) of ref. [29]; eq. (7) of ref. [23]).
As the expressions needed to be evaluated to estimate f¨int, i.e. eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) are
moderately large, first we explored whether any one or more of the terms can be ignored. Our
simulations established the fact that all terms are of nearly equal importance, and should be
kept. We also found that the total dynamical contribution would be much larger for pulsars
located near the Galactic centre, so when such pulsars will be discovered and timed, one
should not forget to correct for dynamical contributions from the first and second derivatives
of the frequencies. However, we emphasize that the values reported in this paper for Galactic
centre are not very accurate, as the gravitational potential of the Galaxy in that region is not
very well modelled. If such a model is available in the future, one can easily implement that
in a code based on our analytical expressions.
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Table 10. Parameters for simulated millisecond pulsars with f¨int being different than f¨obs atleast in
the leading digit or in the first decimal place at the most. Here, l is the Galactic longitude, b is the
Galactic latitude, d is the distance between the pulsar and the solar system barycentre, dGC is the
distance between the pulsar and the Galactic centre, µl is proper motion in l, µb is proper motion in b,
µTot is the total transverse proper motion, vr is the radial velocity, fb is the orbital frequency, f˙b,obs is
observed orbital frequency derivative, f˙b,int is intrinsic orbital frequency derivative, f¨b,obs is observed
orbital frequency second derivative, f¨b,int is intrinsic orbital frequency second derivative. The second
column displays the parameters of the one favourable simulated Galactic field pulsar (represented by
PulsarGF), whereas, the columns 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, display the parameters of the favourable simulated
pulsars near the Galactic centre (represented by subscript ‘GC’). Displaying the results till second
decimal place.
Parameters PulsarGF Pulsar1GC Pulsar2GC Pulsar3GC Pulsar4GC Pulsar5GC
l (deg) 60.67 2.24 3.56 0.17 0.08 355.42
b (deg) 4.23 -2.67 0.99 2.68 2.02 4.43
d (kpc) 10.25 8.14 7.95 8.17 8.19 8.02
dGC (kpc) 9.43 0.51 0.52 0.42 0.34 0.89
µl (mas/yr) -323.98 -332.59 -257.55 -335.67 -297.21 -334.93
µb (mas/yr) -255.01 -252.91 -312.70 -303.25 -306.17 -259.45
µTot (mas/yr) 412.31 417.83 405.11 452.37 426.70 423.67
vr (km/s) 9.67 -145.95 129.39 -173.31 -108.73 -74.51
fb ((×10−6) Hz) 59.41 25.61 1.32 147.02 0.17 1.95
f˙b,obs (×10−18 s−2) 9.82 -9.64 -9.42 9.94 -7.96 8.79
f¨b,obs (×10−30 s−3) -3.47 -1.29 1.16 -2.08 -2.09 -2.71
f˙b,int (×10−18 s−2) 10.07 -9.55 -9.42 10.54 -7.96 8.79
(f˙b,int−f˙b,obs)×100
f˙b,obs
2.56 -0.92 -0.04 6.00 -0.01 0.08
f¨b,int (×10−30 s−3) -3.39 -1.35 1.10 -1.99 -2.15 -2.64
(f¨b,int−f¨b,obs)×100
f¨b,obs
-2.40 5.17 -5.17 -3.88 2.75 -2.27
We then investigated potential cases where the dynamical contributions might lead to
confusing results if not corrected for. As our expression is valid for the second derivatives
of the spin frequency as well as the second derivatives of the orbital frequency frequency, we
studied both. We paid special attention to the pulsars with reported values of breaking index
being different from 3 [17, 19]. Although from these real pulsars, we didn’t see any significant
contribution of dynamical terms to the value of the braking index, our simulations resulted in
a few such cases. We also saw that it is very rare to have the second derivative of the orbital
frequency contaminated by the dynamical terms.
Although our paper is not the first one studying dynamical contributions in the second
derivative of the frequency of a pulsar, this is the first time an accurate analytical expression
is given, see ref. [9] and references there in for earlier approximated approaches to this issue.
We have also presented detailed mathematical derivations in five appendices those might be
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useful for further exploration of dynamics of pulsars in the Galaxy.
In the present work, we reported dynamical effect corrected values of the second deriva-
tive of frequencies without any errors, as we calculated the accelerations and jerks using a
model of the Galactic potential that does not report errors. The lack of error estimation does
not alter the conclusions of this work, because, first, most of the results we report are for
simulated pulsars, second dynamical effects are not that large for the second derivative of the
frequencies for the real pulsars we have. However, as we have seen, it will be large for pulsars
near the Galactic centre, one should have a much improved model of the Galactic potential
including uncertainties on various parameters. It will not be difficult to adopt the standard
error propagation technique on our analytical expressions which are the main results of the
present work.
A Unit vectors and their derivatives
As the equations in section 2 involves various unit vector and their derivatives, in this section
we explain the derivatives of unit vectors used in our calculations. Here we use a sun centered
spherical coordinate systems as shown in figure 5 . In this figure, the sun is denoted by ‘S’ and
the pulsar as ‘P’ . Additionally, θ is the angle the radial coordinate makes with the positive
Z-axis, φ is the angle that the projection of the radial coordinate on the XY-plane makes with
the positive X-axis, and the distance of the pulsar from the sun d is equivalent to its radial
coordinate, b is the Galactic latitude, l is the Galactic longitude. We have also selected the
sun centered cartesian coordinate system in such a way that the Galaxtic centre ‘C’ is along
the Y-axis, i.e. have the values of the x and y coordinates as zero.
The unit vector from the sun to the pulsar n̂sp is the radial unit vector êr. Here θ =
90◦ − b, φ = 90◦ + l. So, sin θ = cos b, cos θ = sin b, sinφ = cos l, cosφ = − sin l, θ˙ = −b˙
and φ˙ = l˙. At any instant, the velocity of the sun has two components, along the X-axis and
along the Z-axis while the acceleration of the sun has one components along the Y-axis and
Z-axis.
Now using the properties of spherical polar coordinates, we can write:
er^
eθ
^
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X
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Figure 5. a) Schematic 3D-diagram describing Pulsar position. b) Top view of the Galactic plane
shown in the left panel.
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êr = sin θ cosφ êx + sin θ sinφ êy + cos θ êz, (A.1)
êθ = cos θ cosφ êx + cos θ sinφ êy − sin θ êz, (A.2)
êφ = − sinφ êx + cosφ êy . (A.3)
Consequently, the time-derivatives of êr, êθ, and êφ are:
˙̂er = θ˙ êθ + φ˙ sin θ êφ, (A.4)
˙̂eθ = −θ˙ êr + φ˙ cos θ êφ, (A.5)
˙̂eφ = −φ˙ (sin θ êr + cos θ êθ) = −φ˙ (cosφ êx + sinφ êy) . (A.6)
From figure 5, we can see that n̂sp = êr. So, ˙̂nsp = ˙̂er and ¨̂nsp = ¨̂er.
Using eq. (A.4),
¨̂nsp = ¨̂er
= θ¨ êθ + θ˙ ˙̂eθ + φ¨ sin θ êφ + φ˙ θ˙ cos θ êφ + φ˙ sin θ ˙̂eφ
= θ¨ êθ + θ˙
(
−θ˙ êr + φ˙ cos θ êφ
)
+ φ¨ sin θ êφ + φ˙ θ˙ cos θ êφ + φ˙ sin θ
(
−φ˙ (sin θ êr + cos θ êθ)
)
=
(
θ¨ − φ˙2 sin θ cos θ
)
êθ −
(
θ˙2 + φ˙2 sin2 θ
)
êr +
(
2 θ˙ φ˙ cos θ + φ¨ sin θ
)
êφ . (A.7)
B Simplifying the second term in eq. (2.8)
Let us now focus on the second term of eq. (2.8):
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂nsp
c
=
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂er
c
=
1
c
(~ap,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,pl − ~as,z) ·
(
θ˙ êθ + φ˙ sin θ êφ
)
=
1
c
(~ap,pl − ~as,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,z) ·
(
θ˙ cos θ cosφ êx + θ˙ cos θ sinφ êy − θ˙ sin θ êz
−φ˙ sin θ sinφ êx + φ˙ sin θ cosφ êy
)
. (B.1)
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Considering the parallel component, we get,
1
c
(~ap,pl − ~as,pl) ·
(
θ˙ cos θ cosφ êx + θ˙ cos θ sinφ êy − θ˙ sin θ êz − φ˙ sin θ sinφ êx + φ˙ sin θ cosφ êy
)
=
1
c
[(
ap,pl cos(l + λ− pi
2
) êx + ap,pl sin(l + λ− pi
2
) êy − as,pl êy
)
·
(
θ˙ cos θ cosφ êx + θ˙ cos θ sinφ êy
−θ˙ sin θ êz − φ˙ sin θ sinφ êx + φ˙ sin θ cosφ êy
)]
=
1
c
[
−θ˙ sin b {ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l} − φ˙ cos b {ap,pl sinλ− as,pl sin l}
]
=− θ˙ sin b
c
[ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l]− φ˙ cos b
c
[
ap,pl
Rs sin l
Rp′
− as,pl sin l
]
[Note : Using sinλ =
Rs sin l
Rp′
, from sine law in 4SP′C of figure 5]
=− θ˙ sin b
c
[
ap,pl
√(
1− R
2
s sin
2 l
Rp′
2
)
+ as,pl cos l
]
− φ˙ cos b sin l
c
[
ap,pl
Rs
Rp′
− as,pl
]
.
(B.2)
Now, considering the perpendicular component, we get,
1
c
(~ap,z − ~as,z) ·
(
θ˙ cos θ cosφ êx + θ˙ cos θ sinφ êy − θ˙ sin θ êz − φ˙ sin θ sinφ êx + φ˙ sin θ cosφ êy
)
=
1
c
(~ap,z − ~as,z) · (−θ˙ sin θ êz)
=
−θ˙ sin θ
c
(~ap,z − ~as,z) · ( êz)
=
−θ˙ sin θ
c
(~ap,z − ~as,z) ·
(
êr
cos θ
− (sin θ cosφ êx + sin θ sinφ êy)
cos θ
)
[Note : From eq. (A.1)]
=
−θ˙ sin θ
c
(~ap,z − ~as,z) ·
(
êr
cos θ
)
= −θ˙ tan θ (~ap,z − ~as,z)
c
· ( n̂sp)
= θ˙ cot b
1
c
(ap,z sin b)
=
θ˙ cos b
c
ap,z . (B.3)
So, from eq. (B.2) and eq. (B.3), we get:
(~ap − ~as) · ˙̂nsp
c
=− θ˙ sin b
c
[
ap,pl
√(
1− R
2
s sin
2 l
Rp′
2
)
+ as,pl cos l
]
− φ˙ cos b sin l
c
[
ap,pl
Rs
Rp′
− as,pl
]
+
θ˙ cos b
c
ap,z
=µb
sin b
c
[
ap,pl
√(
1− R
2
s sin
2 l
Rp′
2
)
+ as,pl cos l
]
− µb cos b
c
ap,z − µl sin l
c
[
ap,pl
Rs
Rp′
− as,pl
]
.
(B.4)
We have used eq. (B.4) in eq. (2.10) of section 2.
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C Simplifying the third term in eq. (2.8)
Now, we consider the third term in eq. (2.8), i.e., (~vp−~vs)·
¨̂nsp
c . First, using eq. (A.4), we get:
~vp − ~vs = ~vsp = d
dt
(d êr) = d˙ êr + d ˙̂er = d˙ êr + d θ˙ êθ + d φ˙ sin θ êφ . (C.1)
eqs. (A.7) and (C.1) give:
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
=
1
c
[
d˙ êr + d θ˙ êθ + d φ˙ sin θ êφ
]
·
[(
θ¨ − φ˙2 sin θ cos θ
)
êθ −
(
θ˙2 + φ˙2 sin2 θ
)
êr
+
(
2 θ˙ φ˙ cos θ + φ¨ sin θ
)
êφ
]
=
1
c
[
d θ˙ (θ¨ − φ˙2 sin θ cos θ)− d˙ (θ˙2 + φ˙2 sin2 θ) + d φ˙ sin θ (2 θ˙ φ˙ cos θ + φ¨ sin θ)
]
=
1
c
[
d b˙ b¨− d˙ b˙2 − d˙ l˙2 cos2 b− d b˙ l˙2 cos b sin b+ d l˙ cos b l¨ cos b
]
[Note : θ = 90− b, θ˙ = −b˙ and φ˙ = l˙]
=
1
c
[
d b˙ b¨− d˙ b˙2 − d˙ l˙2 cos2 b− d b˙ l˙2 cos2 b tan b+ d l˙ cos b l¨ cos b
]
=
1
c
[
dµb µ˙b − d˙ µb2 − d˙ µl2 − dµb µl2 tan b+ dµl l¨ cos b
]
[Note : µb = b˙, µ˙b = b¨ and µl = φ˙ sin θ = l˙ cos b]
=
1
c
[
dµb µ˙b − d˙ µb2 − d˙ µl2 − dµb µl2 tan b+ dµl {µ˙l + µl µb tan b}
]
[Note : µ˙l = l¨ cos b− l˙ sin b b˙ = l¨ cos b− µl tan b µb]
=
1
c
[
d (µb µ˙b + µl µ˙l)− d˙ (µb2 + µl2)
]
. (C.2)
On further simplifying, we get
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
=
1
c
[
d (µb µ˙b + µl µ˙l)− d˙ (µb2 + µl2)
]
=
1
c
[
dµT µ˙T − d˙ µT2
]
. (C.3)
From eq. (C.1), we can also write:
~vp − ~vs = ~vsp = d
dt
(d êr) = d˙ êr + d ˙̂er = vr êr + vT êT . (C.4)
Here, d ˙̂er = dµT êT = vT êT and d˙ = vr. Taking time derivative of eq. (C.4) we get:
~asp = ~˙vsp = ~˙vp − ~˙vs = ~ap − ~as . (C.5)
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Using eq. (C.4) and eq. (C.5), we get
~ap − ~as = v˙r êr + vr ˙̂er + v˙T êT + vT ˙̂eT
= v˙r êr +
vr vT
d
êT + v˙T êT − vT
2
d
êr
=
(
v˙r − vT
2
d
)
êr +
(
v˙T +
vr vT
d
)
êT
= ar êr + aT êT, (C.6)
where ar = v˙r − vT2d and aT = v˙T + vr vTd .
Taking time derivative both sides of the expression µT = vTd , we get:
µ˙T =
v˙T
d
− vT d˙
d2
=
1
d
(
aT − vr vT
d
)
− vT vr
d2
[Using eq. (C.6)]
=
aT
d
− 2 vT vr
d2
=
aT
d
− 2 µT vr
d
. (C.7)
Using eqs. (C.3) and (C.7), we obtain:
(~vp − ~vs) · ¨̂nsp
c
=
1
c
[
dµT µ˙T − d˙ µT2
]
=
1
c
[
dµT
(aT
d
− 2 µT vr
d
)
− vr µT2
]
=
1
c
[
µT aT − 3 vr µT2
]
. (C.8)
We have used eq. (C.8) in eq. (2.10) of section 2.
D Simplifying the fourth term in eq. (2.8)
The fourth term in eq. (2.8) is 2
(
f˙
f
)
ex
(
~as·n̂sp
c +
~vs· ˙̂nsp
c
)
. We focus on the part
(
~as · n̂sp + ~vs · ˙̂nsp
)
.
First, considering ~as · n̂sp:
~as · n̂sp = (~as,pl + ~as,z) · n̂sp
= (as,pl êy + as,z êz) ·
(
cos b n̂sp′ + sin b êz
)
= cos b cos l as,pl + as,z sin b . (D.1)
Considering ~vs · ˙̂nsp:
~vs · ˙̂nsp = (~vs,pl + ~vs,z) · (θ˙ êθ + φ˙ sin θ êφ)
= (vs,pl êx + vs,z êz) · (θ˙ êθ + φ˙ sin θ êφ) [Note : As per figure 5(b), ~vs,pl is pointing towards êx]
= µb vs,pl sin b sin l − µl vs,pl cos l + µb vs,z cos b . (D.2)
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Therefore,(
~as · n̂sp
c
+
~vs · ˙̂nsp
c
)
= cos b cos l
as,pl
c
+
as,z
c
sin b+µb
vs,pl
c
sin b sin l−µl vs,pl
c
cos l+µb
vs,z
c
cos b .
(D.3)
We have used eq. (D.3) in eq. (2.10) of section 2.
E Simplifying the first term in eq. (2.11)
Here we write (~˙ap−~˙as)·n̂spc of eq. (2.11) in terms of measurable quantities. Defining ~jp = ~˙ap
and ~js = ~˙as, we write:
(
~jp −~js
)
· n̂sp
c
=
1
c
(
~˙ap − ~˙as
)
· n̂sp
=
1
c
(
d
dt
(~ap − ~as)
)
· êr
=
1
c
(
d
dt
(ar êr + aT êT)
)
· êr
=
1
c
(
a˙r êr + ar ˙̂er + a˙T êT + aT ˙̂eT
)
· êr
=
1
c
(a˙r êr + arµT êT + a˙T êT − aTµT êr) · êr
=
1
c
(a˙r − aTµT ) , (E.1)
where we have used eqs. (C.5) and (C.6).
The relation ar = (~ap − ~as) · n̂sp gives
a˙r =
d
dt
[(~ap − ~as) · n̂sp]
=
d
dt
−c ( f˙
f
)
ex,Galpl
− c
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galz

=
d
dt
[
−c cos b
c
(ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l)− c 1
c
(ap,z sin b)
]
[From eqs. (14) and (15) of ref. [1]]
=− d
dt
[cos b (ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l) + ap,z sin b]
=−
[
− sin b (ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l) b˙+ cos b
(
a˙p,pl cosλ− ap,pl sinλ λ˙+ a˙s,pl cos l − as,pl sin l l˙
)
+a˙p,z sin b+ ap,z cos b b˙
]
= sin b (ap,pl cosλ+ as,pl cos l) µb − cos b (a˙p,pl cosλ+ a˙s,pl cos l)− a˙p,z sin b+ ap,pl cos b sinλ λ˙
+ as,pl sin l µl − ap,z cos b µb . (E.2)
We can also write aT as:
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aT = (~asp · ~asp − a2r)1/2
= ((~ap − ~as) · (~ap − ~as)− ((~ap − ~as) · êr)2)1/2
= ((~ap,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,pl − ~as,z) · (~ap,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,pl − ~as,z)− ((~ap − ~as) · n̂sp)2)1/2
= ((~ap,pl − ~as,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,z) · (~ap,pl − ~as,pl + ~ap,z − ~as,z)− ((~ap − ~as) · n̂sp)2)1/2
= ((~ap,pl − ~as,pl) · (~ap,pl − ~as,pl) + (~ap,z − ~as,z) · (~ap,z − ~as,z)− [c {−
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galpl
−
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galz
}]2)1/2
= (a2p,pl + a
2
s,pl − 2 ap,pl as,pl cos(pi − (l + λ)) + a2p,z − [c {
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galpl
+
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galz
}]2)1/2
= (a2p,pl + a
2
s,pl + 2 ap,pl as,pl cos(l + λ) + a
2
p,z − [c {
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galpl
+
(
f˙
f
)
ex,Galz
}]2)1/2 .
(E.3)
From sine law in 4 SP’C of figure 5,
sinλ =
Rs sin l
Rp′
. (E.4)
From cosine law in 4 SP’C of figure 5,
R2p′ = R
2
s + (d cos b)
2 − 2Rs(d cos b) cos l . (E.5)
Taking time derivative of eq. (E.4), we get:
cosλλ˙ =
Rs cos l
Rp′
l˙ − Rs sin l
R2p′
dRp′
dt
=⇒ λ˙ = Rs cos l
cosλRp′
l˙ − Rs sin l
cosλR2p′
dRp′
dt
=⇒ λ˙ = Rs cos l
cosλRp′
l˙ cos b
cos b
− Rs sin l
cosλR2p′
dRp′
dt
=⇒ λ˙ = Rs cos l
cosλRp′
µl
cos b
− Rs sin l
cosλR2p′
dRp′
dt
. (E.6)
Taking time derivative of eq. (E.5), we get:
dRp′
dt
=
1
Rp′
(
d cos2 bd˙− d2 cos b sin bb˙−Rs cos b cos ld˙+Rsd sin b cos lb˙+Rsd cos b sin ll˙
)
=
1
Rp′
(
(d cos2 b−Rs cos b cos l)vr + (Rsd sin b cos l − d2 cos b sin b)µb +Rsd sin l µl
)
.
(E.7)
Now, we consider a˙p,pl, a˙p,z, and a˙s,pl. We write the gravitational potential of the Milky
Way as ΦMW (R, z) where R is the Galactocentric radius and z is the perpendicular distance
from the Galactic plane. Then, ~ap = −~∇ΦMW (Rp′ , z) and ~as = −~∇ΦMW (Rs, z). So,
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a˙p,pl = − d
dt
∂ΦMW (R, z)
∂R
|(R=Rp′ )
= −
(
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂R2
dR
dt
+
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂z∂R
dz
dt
)
|(R=Rp′ ) . (E.8)
Similarly,
a˙s,pl = −
(
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂R2
dR
dt
+
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂z∂R
dz
dt
)
|(R=Rs) . (E.9)
For the perpendicular component:
a˙p,z = − d
dt
∂ΦMW (R, z)
∂z
|(R=Rp′ )
= −
(
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂R∂z
dR
dt
+
∂2ΦMW (R, z)
∂z2
dz
dt
)
|(R=Rp′ ) . (E.10)
Using z = d sin b, we calculate dzdt as,
dz
dt
= d˙ sin b+ d cos b b˙ = vr sin b+ µbd cos b . (E.11)
One can evaluate these partial derivatives in various way. One option is to use the
publicly available package ‘galpy’ [30] that provides models of the potential of the Galaxy as
well as these derivatives. More specifically, functions ‘evaluateR2derivs’, ‘evaluatez2derivs’,
and ‘evaluateRzderivs’ evaluate ∂
2ΦMW (R,z)
∂R2
, ∂
2ΦMW (R,z)
∂z2
, and ∂
2ΦMW (R,z)
∂R∂z respectively.
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